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Ah, another
pilgrim
approaches.

—

Just Any Battery Won’t Do!!
in FAct, I’m
gonNa StoP UsinG
YoU alkaline
GUYs. yOu’re just
NOT worTh The
tROUBle.

NO WAy I’m
LETtinG YoU guYs
geT togETher.
yOu just Don’T
MiX weLl.

lemme
at ‘im!

Thinking a battery is a battery
is bad business both for you and
your equipment.

≠

that guy’s
a bum!

it’s a good
idea to keep
batteries in
their original
packaging,
too. That not
only helps
prevent mixups,
but offers
protection
from crushing,
puncturing and
shorting.

Then there will
be no mixups. And
lithium offers these
advantages over
alkaline:
• 30 percent lighter,
which means a lighter
load for Soldiers
• much longer lasting
• performs better
in extreme
temperatures
• longer shelf life

First of all, lithium and
alkaline batteries create an

ex plosiv e co mb in atio n.
if you use lithium and
alkaline batteries together,
they can literally explode,
injuring you and
ruining your equipment.
Always carefully segregate
lithium and alkaline batteries so
there are no accidental mixups.
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But the best bet is to
go totally lithium.

You
You can’t
can’t beat
beat that!
that!
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COMBAT VEHICLES
• Air Induction

System PM Keeps
You in the Fight!
Sure is
dusty out
here!

PS 768

Don’t worry.
Our engine’s
safe cause we
did great PM!
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M1-Series Tanks…

Air Induction
System PM
Keeps You
IN THE FIGHT!
Crewmen, you are the first and last line
of defense when it comes to protecting
your M1-series tank’s AGT-1500 engine.
What’s the matter
with you? You look
terrible!

Lack of air induction
system PM. That’s
what’s wrong!

Way
too many

Foreign object
damage ruins
engines

engines
are
falling
victim
to easily
preventable
damage
from
foreign
objects
and water
ingestion!

PS 768

it costs

$559,375
to replace
an engine.

but there’s
something
even worse
than that…
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whaT
HApPened
tO him?

a ruined engine puts
your tank out of action
and hurts your unit’s
combat readiness.

deaD EnGine.
And it COULda
beEn prevEnted!

Use a
black marker
to label the
filters
L, c, and r
(left, center
and right).
That’s so you
can put the
V-packs back
into the same
slots after
you clean
them.

Label V-packs with marker

if the V-packs are put back in a different sequence, they won’t line up with
the original compression points on the air plenum box seal.
How do
engines
get
ruined?

A lot of
times it’s
a failure
to keep
your tank’s
seals and
air filters
in good
condition.

They screen out dirt and sand
so only clean air makes it to
the engine. They also protect
compressor blades from being
torn, cracked, broken or dented
by larger debris.
That’s why it’s so important to
practice good PM .

Pulse Jet System (PJS)
Your tank’s
pulse jet
system (PJS)
is critical in
protecting
the engine
from
damage.
if the

PJS isn’t
operational,
your tank is
NMC!

Precleaner
Storing BII and other items in
the area under the air inlets
between the air inlets and the
precleaner is a bad idea because
That restricts the amount of
air entering the engine and can
cause the engine to overheat
and lose power.

Remember that every time you remove
the V-packs, the seals might not seal
properly and dirt and other debris
can get inside the engine.

if the AIR CLEANER CLOGGED FILTER light
comes on in the M1A1 tank, or if you see a
caution or warning in the M1A2’s improved
commander’s display unit (ICDU), make
the precleaner one of your first checks.
While you’re there, take a close look at
the baffle seals.

if they’re within the weight limits
listed in the TM they’ll be reinstalled.
if not, they’ll be replaced.
Cracked, torn or missing
seals allow dirt and oil
from the engine to clog
the air cleaner assembly
element strainers.

Then look for any damage to the element’s
bead that would prevent a snug fit between
the element and the air box seal.

NSN 5330-01-225-6106
gets a new short seal.
The longer seal is
NSN 5330-01-320-3696.

PS 768
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Leaves and
other debris
that fall on
or near the
air inlets
get sucked
into the
precleaner.

Enough leaves will restrict
airflow and lower power output.

Since a properly working PJS keeps
the V-packs clean, there’s no need to
remove the V-packs until semiannual
services. During services, they’ll be
removed, blown out and weighed.

Mechanics, a little extra time when
doing semiannual services on the
PJS will keep those V-pack air filters
doing their job.
Look closely for measurable
tears, breaks or holes in the
filter element’s fibers.

That leaves gaps in the seal and allows dirt to get to the engine.

There are two different
precleaner seals available:
NSN 5330-01-166-5798 and
NSN 5330-01-329-6614.

Then check out
the bottom
precleaner
seal. if the
seal is missing,
loose or torn,

replace it.
The seal you use depends on the
type of precleaner in your tank.
Check your -24P-1 TM to match the
correct seal with your precleaner.

9/21/16 2:59 PM

Precleaner (continued)
Here’s
how to
put the
seal
on the
right
way...

Scavenging Fan and Duct Assembly

1. Clean off the old seal and adhesive completely. You’ll need a lot of elbow
grease combined with a rag, dry cleaning solvent and a wire brush.
2. Spread adhesive, NSN 8040-00-664-4318, in the seal groove. Use enough
to hold the seal, but not so much that it squeezes out around the seal.
The right amount of adhesive keeps the seal from sticking to the airbox
frame and ripping loose every time you remove the pre-cleaner.

How well the air scavenge system
works is directly dependent on
the seals around the pre-cleaner
assembly, the plenum box and the
hose connecting the pre-cleaner
to the scavenger fan.
Also, a working pre-cleaner
scavenger fan is critical to
keeping the tank’s air induction
system up and running.

if these seals
are loose, worn,
or missing, the
system will
not operate
properly.
All it takes to
knock out the fan
is a small rock
or chunk of dirt.

if a rock gets sucked into the
scavenger fan, it can jam between
the fan blades and the housing.

The sudden stop sna ps the hollow
aluminum fan shaft. That means the fan
stops working.

Dirt, leaves and other debris that collect on the
pre-cleaner won’t get removed. After that, the V-packs
get clogged faster than normal and pretty soon…

…your tank is

out of business.

Check the scavenger fan shaft if you’re getting complaints about V-packs
clogging too quickly. if it’s broken, have your mechanic replace it pronto.

3. Apply a very light coat of adhesive to the bottom of the new seal and
press it into the groove with your finger. Take extra care not to twist the
seal as you put the rounded side in the mounting groove. A twisted seal
is not airtight.
4. Let the adhesive dry completely before you put the pre-cleaner back in
place. Put a dab of adhesive on a piece of paper. When it’s dry, the seal
should be, too.
While you’re at
it, check to make
sure the NBC
warning decal is
in place.

If NBC warning
decal is missing,
order a new one
with NSN 769001-114-3702

768 06-07.indd 1-2

Those rubber strips are there
to seal the area between the
skirts and hull.

Missing seals let dirt and dust get sucked inside
the fender skirts. The engine pulls the dirt into
the intake system where it clogs up the V -packs.
Nope. No skirt
seal! Let’s hang
out here, boys!

WARNING
IF NBC EXPOSURE IS SUSPECTED,
ALL AIR FILTER MEDIA WILL BE
HANDLED BY PERSONNEL WEARING
FULL NBC PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT.
SEE OPERATOR/MAINTENANCE
MANUALS.

The decal, NSN
7690-01-114-3702,
warns that all
air filter system
parts must be
handled by
NBC personnel
if any NBC
contamination
is suspected,
regardless of
whether the
pre-cleaner is
equipped with the
pulse jet system
(PJS) or not.

PS 768

Skirt Seals
if you’re having problems with
clogged V-packs, missing fender skirt
seals could be the cause.

7690-01114-3702
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All the seals are important,
but pay special attention to
the seals at skirts 4, 5 and 6
on the left side of the vehicle.
These seals are closest to
the air intake grilles and can
let in the most dirt.

NSNs for the seals are
listed in TM 9-2350-26424P-1 (Jun 11, w/Ch 1, Jan
13) for the M1A1 and in
TM 9-2350-388-13&P in
IETM EM 0334 (Apr 16)
for the M1A2.

9/21/16 4:08 PM

Also,
never store
anything on
top of the
air intake
cleaner.
Storing items
there cuts
off cooling
air to the
engine. Not
only that,
but bump
and
vibration
during
movement
can damage
the air intake
cleaner.
So store
those
tools,
extra Oil
and BII items
properly
and let the
air intake
pre-cleaner
do its job.

Plenum Seal
Be
sure to
carefully
check the

plenum
seal.

Because it seals
the engine to the
plenum box, the
plenum seal is
critical to
keeping out dirt
and other debris.

Too much
of a good
thing can be
harmful!

… a severely damaged
engine that can shut your
tank down fast!

To check the plenum seal:
pull the engine access plate
on the back deck and the
belly plate under the tank.
Removing the belly plate is
how you inspect the bottom
of the seal, which is often
overlooked.

if the engine is pulled and
reinstalled, be sure to pull the
belly plate to inspect the seal
and don’t forget to reinstall
the belly plate after inspecting
the plenum seal.

if high-pressure water,
air or steam is forced
into the air intake system,
you’re looking at clogged
V-packs or even worse…

Ground Hopping
Mechanics,
removing a
tank’s engine
for a ground
hop is a

big job.

Don’t make it
even bigger by
allowing the
engine to get
contaminated
by dirt and
other debris.

if you forget that,
you open the door to
dust, dirt and debris!

Take care that the engine ground hop filter and plenum
covers are properly installed when doing a ground hop.
Do not run the engine when dust is blowing.
Dust drawn into
the engine will
damage it. if
possible, ground
hop the power pack
inside a building
with clean, dust–
free floors.
if a ground hop
must be done
outside, be sure
to wet down the
ground around
the engine to
reduce dust.

Conduct
ground hop
in clean, indoor
area when possible

For help, contact a TIGER Field Service Engineer (FSE).
They’re located at Forts Hood, Bliss, Riley, Carson, Stewart,
and Benning as well as the National Training Center. You can
also find them at facilities in Germany and Korea.

High-Pressure Cleaning

The FSE’s can assist in troubleshooting and provide training.
They can also perform some sustainment-level tasks.

Hey, { splut} bub!
Keep { splutT ER}
it below my
{splut} turret
line, willya?

For more information on FSEs, contact TACOM’s
Terrance Brailsford at DSN 786-0604 or by email at:

terrance.d.brailsford.civ@mail.mil
Looks like
you’re feeling
better.

Keeping your tank nice
and clean helps keep
the bad stuff outta
the filters and seals.

But high-pressure
water, air or
steam can end
up doing more
harm than good!

768 08-09.indd 1-2

Amazing how
much better
I run when I
can breathe!

That’s why it’s very iamportant
to follow all the steps in the
Cleaning and Lubrication PMCs
section of your -10 TM.
Those steps outline all the
precautions needed to make
sure your tank not only comes
out of the wash rack clean,
but also battle-ready.

PS 768
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TACTICAL VEHICLES
• Introducing:

New Common Oil

• Another

Cause for Dim
Headlights

PS 768
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Introducing: New Common Oil
Don’t go away
angry, boys. You’ve
done a great job all
these years. it’s just
time for something
better… me!

Talk
about a
groundbreaker!

A new
heavy-duty
engine oil/
transmission
fluid is being
introduced to
the Army supply
system.

the new oil
is called

single common
powertrain
lubricant…
Hi!
you can
call Me
scpl!

SCPL is…
…a full synthetic,
all-season (arcticdesert), multi-function
heavy-duty engine and
transmission oil
that’s designed to
reduce fuel consumption
by two percent or
more while doubling oil
change intervals.

…designed to
replace many of
the oils currently
used in Army vehicle
engines, powershift and automatic
transmissions, and
hydraulic systems
where engine oils are
already being used.

it’s part of the newly revised MIL-PRF—2104K
and will replace 10W, 30 and arctic engine oil
(MIL-PRF-46167 ).
in a
nutshell,
here’s what
is changing:

PS 768

…formulated
using state-of-theart additives and
synthetic-based oil
to protect against
wear and deposits
while resisting
breakdown even
during extreme
conditions!

sCPL can also replace
15W40 multi-weight oil in
many applications.

• 10W and 30 grade oils are being removed from MIL-PRF-2104K.
• Replacement of arctic engine oil, OEA-30 (MIL-PRF-46167).
• At least doubling the oil change interval for vehicles using SCPL
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Questions…

…and Answers

Now...while you’re
biting your fingernails in
anticipation, here are a
few Q&As to consider…

TMs will be updated

How will the
new oil be
incorporated
into the TMs?

What is the process
for replacing used
oil?

as other, more
comprehensive,
changes are needed.

Does a vehicle’s
system have to
be flushed or
just drained and
replaced?

A maintenance
information message
(MIM) is in the works
to explain the basics
of SCPL and in what
equipment it can
be used.

Most tactical
vehicles are no
longer under AOAP
and will not be
affected by the
change to SCPL.

Will SCPL have
an effect on the
Army Oil Analysis
Program (AOAP)?

For combat vehicles
in the AOAP program,
oil analysis
procedures will
have to be updated
to include the use
of SCPL since it
will be significantly
different from
other powertrain
lubricants such as
10W, 15W-40, 30, 40
and OEA-30.

What are
the NSNs for
SCPL?

sCpL comes in the
following sizes…

PS 768
768 12-13.indd 1-2

A lot depends
on how much
used oil is left
in the vehicle
after draining.
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Qty

NSN 9150-

1-qt
5-gal
55-gal
drum

01-648-5541
01-648-5549
01-648-5553

NOV 16

Leftover oil
will accelerate
oil degradation
when sCpL is
added.

Most engines don’t retain a
large amount of leftover oil,
meaning there’s no special
change intervals. However,
vehicle transmissions often
retain a large amount of oil
after draining.
That means it’s important to
use a flushing procedure to
make sure all of the old oil is
out of the transmission before
it’s refilled with SCPL.
As an alternative, you can
refill the vehicle’s transmission
with SCPL, but continue the
standard oil change schedule
for one interval.

When it’s time
to change
the oil, just
refill with
SCPL and
start using
the SCPL
oil change
interval.
That’s
typically
double the
current
change
interval for
standard oil.

for example, suppose you’re
switching from standard 10W oil
to SCPL in the transmission of
a HEMTT.

sl lu Ur RRp!

hey! this stuff
is pretTy gOoD!

First, drain the
old 10W and replace
it with SCPL.
Then, after the
HEMTT completes
two years or 12,000
miles (the normal
change interval),
drain the oil and
refill with SCPL.
At that time,
you would switch
to a four year or
24,000 mile oil
change interval.

9/20/16 9:47 AM

Important Reminders
Operators and
mechanics, here
are some very
important things
to remember
about what SCPL
is… and what
it’s NOT!

• SCPL is not for use in M1-series tank engines. SCPL is
only recommended for M1-series tank transmissions, and
then only in arctic conditions. This recommendation is no
different than the current use of OEA-30 (arctic) engine oil
(MIL-PRF-46167).
• SCPL is not recommended for Detroit Diesel high output
2-cycle diesel engines when ambient temperatures exceed
90°F. That includes, for example, the M113-series FOV and
M109A6 Paladin self-propelled howitzer.
• SCPL is not for applications that require fire resistant
hydraulic fluid (FRH).
• SCPL is not a substitute for the CAT 10W grade oil required
for the M88-series recovery vehicle transmissions.
• SCPL is not a substitute for the Dexron automatic
transmission fluid required for the HMMWV except
in arctic conditions. This is no different than current
recommendations for OEA-30.

Questions? contaCt the POL helpdesk at:
usarmy.detroit.rdecom.mbx.tardec-pol-help@mail.mil

FMTVs…

Another Cause for Dim Headlights
These are
the dimmest
headlights
ever! I can’t
see a thing!

Dear Editor,
On Page 7 of PS 763 (Jun 16) there was an article about grounding
problems causing dim headlights. While a grounding issue could certainly be
the culprit, it’s also possible that 24V headlights were installed instead of
the 12V versions.
If the headlights are incandescent and all of them are dim, I’d suggest
checking that the correct 12V headlights were installed first. If they’re good,
then you can get out the utility knife and scraper to work on the ground.
Paul Halasz
88th RSC

Editor’s note: Good point, Paul. This shouldn’t be a problem
with the new LED headlights, NSN 6220-01-616-1079. They’re
multi-voltage headlights.

CONSTRUCTION
• Hydraulic Oil

Too High, Too
Low or Just
Right?
• Caps Keep
Grease Clean!
• Give Blade the
PM Edge

PS 768
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D7R II Tractor…

You’ll also want to make sure
the dozer’s cylinder blade is
in the retracted and parked
position before checking the
hydraulic oil level.

hydraulic oil

too high, A
too low or RRRG
H!
just right?

what was
that!?

if you overfill the tank
because of a low reading,
pressure builds up,
blowing seals!

if the blade cylinders are
extended, all the hydraulic
oil isn’t in the reservoir to
be measured. That means
you’ll get a low reading.
So when you’re ready to check the
oil level, do it before startup and
make sure the dozer is in the parked
position with cylinders retracted.
A hot tank is
under pressure
and will spew
hot hydraulic
fluid if the cap
is removed.

another
reminder…

Never

Simmons. He just can’t
seem to remember not to
open his dozer’s hydraulic
reservoir when it’s hot.

remove
the tank’s
filler cap
while the
engine is
running.

Tank
too
full?

Remove the cap
only when it’s
cool enough
to touch with
your bare
hands.
Remove the excess with an AOAP vampire pump,
NSN 4930-01-119-4030.

Construction Equipment…

caps keep grease clean!
operators,
wear a smile
when you’re
following
before
operations
PMCS Check 19
in WP 0012-13 of
tm 5-2410-241-10.

Well,
actually, the
smile isn’t
mandatory,
but checking
the D7R
dozer’s
hydraulic oil
level sure is!

Eyeball the
level in the
hydraulic
oil tank
using the
sight gauge
before
startup.
check
the SiGht
GlasS
bEFore
startup!

A cold check gives
you the most
accurate reading.
That’s because oil
expands slightly as
it heats up, showing
a higher level on
the gauge.

Dear Half-Mast,
Units in our engineering
battalion just received new
excavators, loaders and
scrapers. They all have small
protective caps that fit
over the vehicle’s grease
fittings.
These caps do a great
job of keeping the fittings
clean and unclogged during
operations at the worksite.
It’s easier to take the cap
off when it’s time to lube
than it is to replace the
fittings because they won’t
take grease. Can we get
more of these caps for
other equipment?
					
		
SFC M.S.F.

PS 768
768 16-17.indd 1-2

Protective caps are
put on the equipment
by the manufacturer,
SERGEANT.
THEY’RE also placed
on older equipment
during rebuild to
protect them against
paint and dirt.

Protective caps keep dirt
out of grease fittings

Order these
caps with NSN
4 730-00-2898148. Keep
plenty of them
on hand and use
‘em during PMCS.
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120M Road Grader…

Give
Blade
the PM
Edge

Don’t worry, pal.
I’m just gonna
measure the cutting
edge on your blade!

what’re
you GOnNa
do With
That?!

operators, give your
120M road grader the
edge it needs to move
dirt and sand.
That means a little
preventive maintenance
for the blade!

So make sure the
cutting edge is
doing its job.

The blade’s
cutting edge
protects the
moldboard. if
it wears down
too far, the
moldboard is
damaged and has
to be replaced
or sent off
for repair.

Raise the blade about 6 inches off the ground
and place wooden blocks under it. Now lower
the blade and take a good, close look.

if the cutting edge
is worn to less
than 3/4 inch—

/4 in

3

Report cutting edge
worn to less than
3
/4 inch

about the width
of a penny

You
mec r
c a n r h a n ic
the e everse
repla d g e o r
c
h a s a e it if it
lrea
been dy
rever
sed.

/4 in

3

—report it!
PS 768
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AVIATION
• New Hydraulic
RSUs

Have Arrived!

• How to Order
Apache

Tail Rotor Blades

• Order New Ba
ll

Bearing Units!

• Turn In Air Wa
rrior

Equipment for Re

• Return Unserv set
iceable

IBF-Configured AP

Us

PS 768
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All Aircraft…

hOUrs
hOUrs later…
later…

New
New
Hydraulic
Hydraulic
RSUs
RSUs
Have
Have
Arrived!
Arrived!

What DO wE
do WiTh thiS
OLd RsU?

OK! Let’s
GEt yOu thE
SErviCe YoU
nEed.

!
anics
Mechge
24 of
Pa

On
15 )…
PS 75 3 (A ug
yo u th at
… w e to ld
au li c
a new hy dr rv ic e
se
re se rv oi r ) w as
un it ( RS U
co m in g.

I gueSs
we Can Just
Hold on tO iT
foR NOw.

Here’s the SCOop, SolDiers! The
Old RsUs can nO LONger be Used.
They were considered unserviceable
after 30 September 2015. the
UNSERViceAble Ones SHOUld Be
turned iN with a DD Form 157 7-2.

HOld Up, Jones,
Don’t USe That Old

RSU. I have the new
RSU riGhT hERe!

The new RSU will be a
part of the Tool Set

r
ac em en t fo
it ’s a re pl U , NS N 49 40 th e old RS 9, th at ha s
01 -5 04 -5 27
ars.
nd fo r ye
be en ar ou

Aviation Unit Maintenance (AVUM):

Set No. 2 Airmobile (A92),
LIN W60206, NSN 4920-01-551- 74 72;
and the Aviation Intermediate

Maintenance (AVIM) Tool Crib,
LIN s37240, NSN 4920-01-600-7362.

e new
We ll , th os U s, NS N
Rs
hy dr au li c 59 62 , ar e
649 20 -0 1- 54

it ca n
s er vi ce
a ir cr a ft

a nd A G P U

hy d r Au li
c
s ys te m s
.

if you still have old RSUs around the shop, you need
to turn them in. To do that, you need to download
two aviation maintenance action messages (AMAMs):

now here!

AGSE-14-AMAM-03:

Replace old RSU,
NSN 4940-01-504-5279…
…with new RSU,
NSN 4920-01-546-5962

Fielding is about 97 percent complete!

PS 768
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https://asmprd.redstone.army.mil/
FileHandler.ashx?file=UFI_ddee43ae-e2e6446d-a028-1a099f58edab
H-64-14-AMAM-09:

https://asmprd.redstone.army.mil/
FileHandler.ashx?file=UFI_430f0dac-b90d4e78-a280-a257506f79dc
Both messages
say any old RSUs
with PN 06-50226500-a7 can no
longer be used.
Tag these and
any unserviceable
RSUs with a
DD Form 157 7-2
and turn them
in for disposal
through
unit supply.

Replacement
RSUs are
only sent to
units that are
authorized to
have the AVUM
tool set
and the AVIM
tool crib.

9/20/16 9:49 AM

questions?
if you have questions for the AGSE team, check out the JTDI website.
it’s used to communicate technical manual information,
product updates, and address issues and concerns from the field.
Accessing requires a common access card. Go to:

https://upw.jtdi.mil
You can also get help by accessing PM AGSE’s help ticket,
located on the AGSE portion of the JTDI website. The help ticket
allows users to submit an equipment-specific problem or question
directly to a subject matter expert. You’ll get an email from the
JTDI administrator updating the progress of your query.
Questions about AGSE on the
JTDI website? Contact Mark Little
at DSN 645-9 768, (256) 955-9768
or by email:

For specific questions on the RSU,
contact Amy Twilley at
DSN 89 7-2050, (256) 313-2050
or by email:

mark.e.little.civ@mail.mil

amy.l.twilley.civ@mail.mil

How to Order Apache
Tail Rotor Blades
My BLAdes
fEel Abused!

They NEed
some ATtentiON.

Smith, that
won’T be
NECesSary.

YEAh,
lOoks
like I
nEed to
ORder
bLadeS
with the
ABRasion
STrips.

Blades wiTH
abrAsiON stRiPs are
NO LoNGEr nEedED!

w

hen putting in a supply request for Apache tail rotor blades, make sure you order
NSN 1615-01-312-2387 (PN 7-311422050-7). That brings a blade without the nickel
abrasion strip.
Do not order NSN 1615-01-599-4521 (PN 7-311422050-7S). That blade comes
with the nickel abrasion strip and is at zero balance. It’s no longer being stocked,
stored or issued. The headshed has decided the abrasion strip is no longer needed.
Got questions? Contact Brian King, DSN 645-0481, (256) 955-0481 or by email:
brian.b.king.civ@mail.mil
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AH-64D/E…

Order
New
Ball
Bearing
Units!

Order the new

FWD and AFT ball
bearing units
shown in the
Longbow IETM.

s!

Mechanic

d AFT
the FWD an ing
ball bear -013130
units, NSN d NsN
53 7-7237 an-5 7 78
3130-01-537 y,
respectivel er
ng
are no lo
available.

Do
not
order
them!

if you have already
ordered them, cancel
the requisitions…

…and oRder the New FWD and
aft ball bearing units that are
listed in the LOngbow IETm.

The FWD ball bearing unit comes with NSN 3130-01-333-8491.
NSN 3130-01-333-8490 gets the aft ball bearing unit.

PS 768
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Turn In Air Warrior
Equipment for Reset
that was a tough
mission, but we got
it done!

YeAh! noW it’s TiME for
SoMe weLl-deserVed
R&R… back home!

Don’t head for the
hills just yet! ALl YouR
CAmouflAGE geAr mUst
be turned in for Reset
BEFore yOU take OFf!

2

1

3
Units, if you are
returning from theater,
PM Air Warrior needs you
to turn in all the OEF
camouflage pattern OCP
multi-cam equipment for
Reset.
The details are in ALARACT
message 180/2011.

All the items should
be separated by type,
boxed and returned to
the Air Warrior headshed.
The equipment will be
cleaned, repaired,
repackaged and reissued
to follow-on units who
are preparing for future
deployments.

#

Item

1

Primary survival gear carrier (PSGC) w/ pockets
(pack pockets in clear plastic bag)
Portable helicopter oxygen delivery system (PHODS)
mission kit
PHODS individual bottle w/associated equipment
PHODS pocket
AW flexible body armor, XS
AW flexible body armor, S
AW flexible body armor, M
AW flexible body armor, L
AW flexible body armor, XL
ASEK knife sheath w/2ea leg straps, PN-AMTC S1082
(Knife is unit property. Do not turn in.)
Universal holster w/all magazine carriers and straps
Oxygen pulse controller pocket
Mobile equipment pocket
Mobile equipment pocket w/
wireless encryption device

2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10

768 24-25.indd 1-2

4

5

Here’s a
picture and
list of the
equipment that
Air Warrior
needs turned
in within
90 days after
returning
from OEF :

NSN

LIN

8415-01-F00-9959 DA1560

6

1660-01-576-3641 BB800K
1660-01-580-8466
8415-01-F00-9991
8470-01-F01-0035
8470-01-F01-0034
8470-01-F01-0032
8470-01-F01-0033
8470-01-F01-0031

BB6000
DA1560
DA7053
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

7

8

9
10

1095-01-H00-0070 ZA9500
1095-01-H00-0069 ZA9568
8415-01-F00-9992 DA1560
8415-01-F00-9996 DA1650
8415-01-F00-9997 DA1650

PS 768
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if you cannot account for all the pieces and parts of the
equipment, your unit needs to complete a DD Form 200,
Financial Liability Investigation of Property Loss (FLIPL) to
cover the missing items. To get the return process started,
contact Carlos Morris at (256) 808-5082 or by email:

carlos.morris2.ctr@mail.mil
Note that all portable helicopter
oxygen delivery system (PHODS)
mission kits and associated
equipment must return with the unit.

Do not leave any
kits in theater
because they require
a safety inspection.

UH-60 Series…

Return Unserviceable
IBF-Configured APUs
Mechanics, it doesn’t help anybody to have parts
lying around the hangar that need repair.
Why do
we KeEp
all these
BROKen
parts?

if you have any unserviceable
APUs, NSN 2835-01-603-8684,
(PN 4508597), with the inlet
barrier filter (IBF) installed,
turn them in as a complete set.

Some APUs have been
turned in without the
IBFs attached.
But it’s important
that the IBF and APU
stay together
during turn-in.

The unserviceable
APU s are critically
needed to replenish
the repair program.

Got this asset in your shop?
Turn it in, if unserviceable!

PS 768
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BR m
OO F !

pUTT putT

B

pUTT putT pUTT putTROOmF !

BR m
OO F !

putT pUTT putTB
R

pUT p
OOmF ! T utT pUTT

pUTT putT
pUTT putT

BR m
OO F !

I come
seeking your
help and
guidance.

The Dark Side
of the PM Force
is flourishing
yet again.

One who seeks
further training in the
ways of the Jebbi.

it was yours long
ago, Grand Master
McCanick. it should
be so again.

I ask that
you take this.

who
comes?
and why
didn’t you
use the
stairs?

P
F Zi P

l
f iz z e

k
c lic

PS 768
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I see that you
have much to
learn about the
PM Force.

This battle was
over before it
began. Give me
the weapon.

Tomorrow
your training
will begin.

What should
I do, Master
Yoga?

A chance you must
give. recall I do
many chances you
needed in your day.

Very well,
master.

T he
Thenext
next

CoQ-10!

morning…
morning…

Try again...
this time with
a real bright
saber.

what is
that?

t
sf i f z
ic
cl

PS 768
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These are the
components that make
up the bright saber.

Many a young
Jebbi grab their
bright sabers
and head off to
battle with nary
a thought about
PM...

…Preventive
Maintenance.

Uh, the
Pigeon has
air filters?

Very few
of them
grow to
be old
Jebbis.

Each part is
important to the
whole. if any breaks
down, so does the
entire bright saber.

Of course
it does!

That’s no different than
a pilot jumping into a
K-wing fighter and taking
off without doing PM.

{Gulp!}
That sounds
a lot like
me!

When you arrived, I
noticed black smoke
coming from the Pigeon.
When did you last clean
its air filters?

I also noticed
the Jake brake
thrusters
kept backfiring
before you
landed.

The truth is
you did no
PM before
blasting off
through the
galaxy,
did you?

No, GRANd
MastER.

FWUMP

why did my
engine kONK
oUt!?

space isn’t
forgiving.

Only when PM is
performed by
the book does
a Jebbi become
one with the PM
Force.
I think
I unDERStand,
granD
MAster.

Do you? PM
is important
on all your
equipment,
especially the
Millennium
Pigeon.

My ship?
What does
that have to
do with the
PM Force?

Before
you can
become
a true
Jebbi…

…you must
become one with
the PM Force.

UH-OH!
HERE IT
COMES...

PS 768
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You came
to me
claiming
the Dark
Side of the
PM Force
is thriving
once again.

Well, now you
know that the
Dark Side of PM is
Poor Maintenance.
And true Jebbis
fight against it
with their last
breath.

Your
true
training
starts

now.
You will
learn each
part of
this bright
saber and
how to
maintain
every component.

When you’re
proficient enough
to do it in your
sleep, then we’ll
talk more about
how to use it!

PS 768

Do you have what
it takes to become
a Jebbi Master?
if so, then
may the PM Force
be with you!
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COMMUNICATIONS
& SOLDIER SUPPORT
• The ABCs of

Battery Care!

• Dabbling with

Dead-end Diodes!

• Right Spanner

Wrench?

• How to Keep the

Go in your GET!
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• Keep batteries from the same lot together and use up batteries from one lot before
starting on another lot. That way you don’t mix batteries with different expiration dates.

THe AbC
AbCss
THe
of Battery
Battery
of

HeY! yOu’re
NOT from
Our lOt. Get
back DOWn
theRE!

CAre!
CAre!
FoLlOw
theSE
RUles…

…and I
won’T GiVe
You Any
TROubLE!

Ugh!

• If you can’t figure out a battery’s expiration date, check out the CECOM battery
information web site: http://battery.army.mil
It’s also a good idea to check the site every few weeks for any battery safety alerts.
• Of course, always check batteries for
damage, swelling, leakage, cracks
and corrosion. If you have any doubts,
don’t use them.

b atteries don’t last forever. Even if they’ve been sitting on a shelf unused, they may

not work if their expiration date has come and gone. To say the least, battery failure
could hurt you and your mission.
These rules will help units prevent battery failure:

• Before using any batteries, check their
expiration dates. If they’ve expired, don’t
use them. No use taking a chance. Use
fresh batteries.
did you ask if my
EgGs arE tiRed? I
don’t have EGgs,
yuh consarn’d
whippersnapPer!

no! I sAid
ExpiRe, yOu
olD cOot!

• When storing batteries, make it easy to
check their expiration dates. Mark the
date in large numbers on the packaging.

GEt lOsT!
yoU’re nO uSe
to EQUipMent!

I’m OK! Honest!!
I just had a
LiTtle ToO muCH
for DiNnEr!

• When you need to dispose of batteries,
follow the procedures in TB 43-0134,
Battery Disposition and Disposal. It’s
on the ETM site:
https://www.logsa.army.mil/etms
• Get a copy of SB 11-6. It covers storage,
safety, transportation and disposition
of batteries. It’s also on the ETM site.
Questions? Email:
usarmy.apg.cecom.mbx.lrc-pc-pscoe-support@mail.mil

WelL, this is
EMBarRasSing!

Every unit
should keep
a copy of
these rules!

Every time Ps goes to the
field, we hear one other good
battery rule: Never leave
batteries stored in equipment.
The batteries leak, damaging
and even ruining equipment!
This costs your unit big bucks
that could have been avoided
with a few minutes of work.

PS 768
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Dabbling with
Dead-end Diodes!

15-kW TQG…

Don’t try to
replace the
60 Hz diodes in
my generator
assembly. it’s
much better
to get me a
new rectifier
assembly.

The 60 Hz diodes are
press-in devices, while
the 400 Hz diodes are
stud types.

60 Hz press-in diodes can
no longer be ordered

To make them work, the 400 hz diodes have
to be clamped into place. That requires a lot
of expertise on the part of the repairer, so
it should only be done in an emergency.

400 Hz stud-type diodes should only be substituted
by experienced repairers

Since the 60 hz diodes are no longer
available, you’ll need to order the next
higher assembly. That’s the rectifier
assembly, NSN 5961-01-248-1712, which is
shown as Item 25 in Fig 25.

Make a note that the

SMR codes for the two
60 hz diodes will be
changed to XAZZZ at the
next TM update.

AN/PVS-14 Night Vision Device…

RIGHT SPANNER WRENCH ?

Dear Half-Mast,
We need to replace the
diodes on our 15-kW tactical
quiet generator’s 60 Hz
generator assembly. But
NSNs 5961-00-478-7687 and
5961-01-013-0682, which are
listed as Items 31 and 32 of
Fig 25 in TM 9-6115-643-24P,
are both terminal items.
We’ve heard through the
grapevine that it’s OK to
use the 400 Hz generator
assembly diodes, NSNs 596101-067-9493 and 5961-00154-7046, instead. Those
diodes are listed as Items 34
and 35 of Fig 26 in the same
TM. Is that true? If not, how
do we get replacements for
the terminal diodes?
			
SSG R.D.T.

PS 768
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Unfortunately,
sergeant, there
isn’t a straight
yes or no
answer.

While it is possible to use the
400 hz diodes in place of the 60 hz ones,
it’s not recommended because of their
physical mounting differences.
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hey,
buddy,
time t’get
t’work!

Dear Half-Mast,
The AN/PVS-14 night vision
device’s spanner wrench,
NSN 5120-00-345-1381, is too small
to remove the tube retainer ring.
What wrench should we order?
					
			
SFC J.R.

HOLd oN! that’S
WAY ToO sMAlL to
rEMove mY tuBE
RETAiner riNG!

Dear Sergeant,
You need two wrenches to do the job:
NSN 5120-01-170-5088 and
NSN 5120-00-345-1411.

9/20/16 9:48 AM

How to Keep the Go
In Your GET!

aLlow me
to extend my
considerable
gratitude to
those who
furnished
THESe tiPs!

say, I
do feEl
RawtHer
gOod…

Dear Editor,
We help maintain the generator, environmental control trailers (GET). We
have a few suggestions that will help units with their GET 35-kW generators,
NSNs 8340-01-533-1697 and 8340-01-566-2649.
Stand on something when
you set the generator circuit
Avoid shock by standing
breakers. If you reach for the
on something while
breakers while standing on the
setting circuit
ground, your arm can catch the
breakers
back of the panel and you get a
good shock. Standing on a box
or stool keeps your arm away
from shocking electronics.
Remember
you
must
first turn on the main
circuit breaker before you
start
flicking
switches.
Soldiers forget this and think
something major is wrong with
the generator. Fortunately,
the starting and stopping
procedures are listed on a
placard on the inside of the
control panel door. Just follow
that and you’ll be good.

PS 768
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Take a powerful portable light to the field for working on the generator
and other equipment. It’s very difficult to see for troubleshooting when
you’re out in the boondocks.
Check the generator’s oil daily and change it every 250 hours. The
generator often runs 24/7 in the field, which means it often needs more oil.
The generator has an HOURS meter. Write the date and hours on the oil filter
when you change the oil. That makes it easy to track when the oil needs to be
changed again.

Check oil
daily when
operating
in field

Change oil every 250 hours

In sandy areas especially,
clean the air conditioner
Clean A/C
condenser filter daily when
filter daily
you’re in the field. It only
in sandy
takes minutes, but it can
areas
make things so much easier
for your GET. When you clean
the condensing coil, make
sure the unit is off. Use lowpressure water to clean. High
pressure can fold down the
fins on the coil, which blocks
air flow. Then the A/C has
trouble cooling.
Clean the generator air filter at least every 125 hours and replace it and
the generator fuel filter every 500 hours.
SGT Frederick Barnes
SStG James Rodgers
632th Mtn Co
Excellent GeT tips, Sergeants!
Don’t forget there’s a gET website
that provides help and information:

http://www.hdtglobal.com

You can also call (800) 97 7 -3647 .

if you’re missing the get
operators manual, call
(800) 97 7-3647. Have your
vehicle identification
number available.

9/20/16 9:48 AM

MISSILES
• When to Purge

Javelin

• The ITAS Word
• Missiles Fired?

FIREIT!

SMALL ARMS
•
•
•
•

What Are Sling Choices?
Your Tool for Lever Problems
Keep M3 Tripod Until You Get M205
M197 Mount Needs MWO!
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When to Purge Javelin
OHh, I haven’T
BEen PURgeD in
MONths! I FeEl
so BLOated.
GotchA!
so HOW do
I purGE
YOu?

AMCOM recommends
CLU purging every time

Dear Editor,
While supporting the Javelin missile
system, we see a lot of confusion
about when and how to purge the
command launch unit (CLU). It would
be a big help if PS would put out the
word on proper purging.
Units also need to be reminded
that before they do PMCS on a
Javelin that’s been sitting for a long
time, they need first to let it run
for 24 hours.
					
					
Only the

M98A1 CLU
needs to be
run for
24 hours—
the M98A2
doesn’t.

the internal seal is
compromised.
When the CLU is
purged, also replace
the dessicator.
The procedure is in

WP 0014 00 of
TM 9-1425-688-23&P

CW2 Michael Gulsby
123rd BSB
Run the M98A1 in the DAY
mode, not the NVS/NIGHT
position. if you put it in NVS,
the system will cool down
and the cathode ray tube
(CRT) will power up, which
could damage the CRT.

under ‘‘Desiccator
Removal and
Installation/CLU
Purging.’’

Also don’t run the IBIT or

MBIT tests until after
the 24-hour run. This lets
the heater/getter element
in the CRT restore the
vacuum in the tube, which
prevents arcing.

The next edition of the TM will require a comprehensive 360-day service of
the Javelin by support. Don’t wait for the TM to come out before tracking
this requirement. Start doing the yearly services now.
This is the minimum requirement. Your Javelins will perform even better if
they get checkups more often than once a year.
Remember the first rule of Javelins: The longer they sit, the more
problems you’ll have. Units that run their Javelins monthly will run
into far fewer problems when they actually need to fire them.

PS 768
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ITAS
Word

The

LisTEn Up
to tHesE
ITAs Tips.

theSe SolDiers
are the EXPerts
on ITAs!

Dear Editor,
We help keep the improved target acquisition systems (ITAS) firing. From
our experience, we offer these tips:
PMCS, PMCS, PMCS! PMCS PROCEDURES in TM 9-1425-923-10 now calls
for monthly PMCS as well as before, during and after operations. So don’t
let ITAS sit for months without attention. Do the PMCS monthly like you’re
supposed to.
hey! it’s time
to go firing!

Check the launch tubes, tripods, and
HMMWV extension collars for cracks and
other damage during PMCS. They are often
overlooked. If you find any damage, report
it. The ITAS is deadlined if these components
are damaged.

ToO LAtE!
mY Battery
is KApUt
because
YoU didn’t
CharGE it!
I’m nOt fiT
FoR DUTy.

Charge, charge, charge. If the
lithium battery boxes (LBB) sit for
months without being charged, they
develop imbalanced battery cells.
That makes it harder and harder to
charge the batteries and eventually
they can’t be charged and have to
be replaced.
The easiest way to keep track is
to put a sticker on each LBB showing
when it’s due its next charging. Then
just hook up the LBB to the lithium
AC charger and let it go until the
green indicator lights up.

768 44-45.indd 1-2

Inspect and clean the lenses. If the lenses
are dirty or damaged, you’re not going to get a
clear view of the target. If you can’t see it, you
can’t shoot it. See PMCS PROCEDURES for how
to clean the lenses (and all ITAS components)
using the materials listed in EXPENDABLE AND
DURABLE ITEMS.

Clean lenses before firing

Always use second chance
adapter except in emergencies

uh-OH!
LoOks
like I’m
due fOr a
ChargE!

Check launch tube,
tripods and extension
collars for cracks
Always use the second chance adapter
(also called the pin save adapter) unless
you have a bent connector pin in a combat
situation. To make sure the adapter’s used,
repairmen should heat shrink it in place.

PS 768
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Install the traversing
unit’s (TU) coupling clamp
so it’s opposite the TU
locking handle and make
sure the locking spring is
over the handle. That way
when the operator unlocks
the TU to slew, he doesn’t
accidentally unlock the
clamp, which allows the
TU to take a tumble.
After locking in the TU,
try to turn it to make
sure it’s secure.

Install TU coupling clamp opposite locking handle

Before connecting ITAS connectors, check the pins. They should all be
there and not bent. When cables aren’t plugged in, put on connector covers to
protect the pins.
After positioning
the position attitude
determination system
(PADS), flip up all the
PADS butterfly clips.
That keeps PADS in place
and makes it easier to
connect its cable. Don’t
force the cable connector.
It’s easy to damage its
pins. If you have trouble,
reposition the connector
and try again. Still no luck?
Tell your repairman.

Flip up PADS
clips to keep
it secure for
hookup

Inspect the target acquisition system (TAS) and fire control system
(FCS) housing and cooling fins. If you find cracked or bent fins, tell your
repairman. Damaged fins could prevent the FAS FLIR NVS from cooling down
within the 15 minute requirement, hurt the TAS alignment or let air and
moisture in the TAS/FCS.
Always do the system checkout procedures in OPERATIONS
CHECKOUT PROCEDURES before firing.

768 46-47.indd 1-2

D. Sight Picture
1. Direct view Optics (day sight)
2. Night vision sight
a. Power save (manual NVS)
b. Max power (image enhancement)
E. Passive ranging (armor ranging)
F. Active ranging
G. Aided target tracker
H. Training modes with missile simulator round (MSR)
I. Far target location
J. Network lethality—ITAS integration with
FBCB2/JCR/JBC-P

When training with MILES,
carefully follow the installation
and setup procedures in OUM
07-6920-906-10, M41 Improved
Target Acquisition System
Tactical Engagement Simulation
System Field Training System.
If MILES is installed wrong, the ITAS
can be damaged.
Part of the MILES installation
requires removal of the TAS
carrying strap. Be careful not to
strip the TAS screws or housing
when you remove it. Put the strap
and screws someplace safe so they
don’t get lost.
94A and 948D maintainers,
carefully follow the torque
requirements in TM 9-1425-92323. If the TAS housing or ITAS
circuit cards are torqued wrong,
they can be damaged by hard
knocks during operations.
CW2 Desiree Browning
SGT James Breeze
SGT Neal Tomkins
PFC Dakota Brown
426 BSB Missile Shop

Wait one darned
minute! You nEed
tO Do MY sySteM
ChecKOut bEFore
I fiRE anYThinG!

PS 768

Here’s an outline of the procedures:
A. Set up tripod
and M1167
B. Power up
C. Do these
BIT checks:
1. LBB BIT
2. PBIT
3. IBIT
4. Boresight
5. Grips
6. FTL BIT
7. Training BIT
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Training with MILES? Remove TAS carrying strap
before you go to the field so it doesn’t disappear

Look for
the new
edition of
TM 9-1425923-23&P!

ITAS units
need to
make a note
of these
information
sites…

• ITAS system operator support:
https://www.milsuite.mil/book/groups/ccws-tow-itas-support
• TOW missile:
https://www.milsuite.mil/book/groups/ccws-tow-missiles
• ITAS training device:
https://www.milsuite.mil/book/groups/ccws-tow-training-devices
• ITAS maintenance support for missile shop officers, technicians, and BLST team:
https://www.milsuite.mil/book/groups/itas-maintenance-support-group

9/20/16 9:50 AM

Missiles
Fired?
FIREIT!
That
Was A
GREat
FiriNG!

FIREIT asks a lot of questions about each missile firing because the information will help
the Army ensure missiles hit the target when they really need to. If you can’t fill in all the
blanks, submit what you can. FIREIT identifies the minimum fields required.
FIREIT reports should be made as soon as possible after a firing. During a firing exercise,
firing information can be saved for consolidation, but it should be reported within five days
after the exercise.
If there is a misfire, hangfire or dud, you must submit both a firing report on FIREIT and a
malfunction report. AR 75-1, Malfunctions Involving Ammunition and Explosives, tells how
to report a malfunction.
Note: The Army doesn’t use the reports to score your unit or compare units’ performances.
Questions? Call (256) 876-9566 or email:

Now you NeED
to TElL the ArmY
how I diD it
ThRouGH FiREiT.

usarmy.redstone.rdecom-amrdec.list.fireit@mail.mil

That’lL heLP me TO KEeP
hiTting the TarGet!

M16-Series Rifle, M4/M4A1 Carbine…

What Are Sling Choices?
Dear Half-Mast,
What are the sling choices for
the M16 rifle and M4/M4A1 carbine?
When the rifles are stored in the
rack, the slings bunch up. We were
trying to find a detachable sling.

you’ve
come to
the right
place, sir.
we have the
answers
to Your
questions.

Mr. B.T.

M16A3/M16A4

The Army has the most reliable missile systems in the world. One reason for that excellence
is that the missile system managers are constantly analyzing firing information from the field
for performance and safety issues.
That’s why it’s critical field commanders file a field report after each firing. In fact,
commanders are required to do so by AR 700-19, US Army Munitions Reporting System.
The good news is that commanders no longer have to mail in a written report. Now
the reports can be filed through the Firing Information Reports at Electronic Internet
Tracking (FIREIT): https://fireit.army.mil

The sling for the
M16-series rifle
comes with NSN
1005-01-216-4510.

M4/M4A1

The M4/M4A1 sling comes
with NSN 1005-01-368-9852.

The site, which requires
a CAC card, walks you
through the registering
process. It covers:
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•
•
•
•

Hellfire
Longbow
TOW
Javelin
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•
•
•
•

Stinger
Patriot
ATACMS
MLRS

• Advance
Precision Kill
Weapon System
(APKWS)
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There is also a tactical quick-release sling available for both
the M16 and M4 that comes with Nsn 1005-01-562-9457.
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M2 Machine
Gun…

thank
goodness
you made
that tool!

ah, yes…
your bolt
is stuck!

If your unit fires M2 machine guns, armorers, count on dealing with an M2 machine

gun whose bolt is stuck in the receiver with the cocking lever up. Just a moment
of inattention and a Soldier in your unit will slide the bolt in the receiver with the
cocking lever to the rear. Then it’s stuck.

The Tool

But you can unstick that stuck bolt with this tool. Here’s how to make it:
Order a 2-ft length of 3/8-in brass rod, NSN 9525-00-249-7441. Cut it down to
20 1/2 inches. Bend it like this.
21/2’’

Press in on the buffer detent
spring as you slide out the buffer
assembly about two inches.

/8’’ Rod
/2’’

1

12’’
21/2’’

To strengthen the handle and protect your hand, wrap tape several times around
where the triangle joins.
To use the tool, remove the backplate,
driving rod spring and bolt pin.

Press down hard on the lever as you
pull back with several hard yanks of the
tool. The bolt should come unstuck.

50

Slide the bolt forward as you pull
the buffer to the rear. The bolt forces
the accelerator down and allows
the buffer to be removed. You may
need to slide the bolt back and forth
several times before you can pull out
the buffer.
Push down on the front of the barrel extension.
Slide the bolt out of the receiver. If the bolt hangs
up, pull the extension forward and up until the
bolt slides out.

Hook the tool over the cocking lever,
halfway up the lever. If you get it higher,
the lever will jam.

768 50-51.indd 1-2

No Tool?

Of course, in the field you may not have the tool handy. In that case, a pointed
object (not the tip of a bullet) sometimes does the trick:
After you remove the backplate,
driving rod spring, and bolt pin,
retract the bolt as far as you can.

3

Wrap tape here

3’’

PS 768

Your Tool
for Lever
Problems

you’ll
have me
unstuck in
no tiMe!
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Save yourself all this trouble by training
your M2 gunners never to slide the bolt in the
receiver with the cocking lever to the rear. The
cocking lever should be forward.
9/20/16 9:50 AM

M2/M2A1, MK 19
Machine Guns…
in PS 760
(Mar 16) we
told you the
good news
that the M205
tripod is
replacing the
M3 tripod.

Keep M3 Tripod
Until You Get M205
It’s good news because the M205 is 32 percent lighter than the M3
and also includes an integral traverse and elevating mechanism.
But some units are jumping the gun and turning in their M3s
before they get the M205. Not a good idea! They could be without
tripods for a long time until they do get the M205. So keep using your
M3s until you get the M205.
But once you get the M205, it’s important you turn in your M3s
within 30 days. The Army will continue to use M3s for 3-4 years, so
they need your M3s for other units.
If any M3s aren’t usable,
M205
turn them in for
local disposal.
            Do not try to order
     order the M205. It will be fielded
through total package fielding (TPF).
Questions? Contact Grant Baker at DSN 786-1238,
(586) 282-1238, or email: grant.t.baker.civ@mail.mil

M197
Mount
Needs
MWO!
MWO
9-1005-24523-1 will make
it possible
to travel
lock the M197
machine gun
mount on
vehicles with

OGPK/GPK
armor…

PS 768

y’got
that right,
Half-Mast!

…plus it will
incorporate
the light
and medium
machine gun
(LMG MMG)
mounts into
the M197
system.

The MWO also provides an upgraded
mount that supports an ammo can
holder and ammo bracket for the
M240 and M249 machine guns.
Download the MWO at the ETM site:

https://www.logsa.army.mil/etms
Questions? Contact Grant Baker at
(586) 282-1238 or email:

grant.t.baker.civ@mail.mil
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LOGISTICS
• GCSS-Army Training

the Right Way!

• Digital Job Book

Tracks Training

• Use Right DODAAC

for Class IX at NTC

• PS Mag Live!
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GCSS-Army Training
the Right Way!
Got

GCSSArmy?

More Resources
Be sure to check out the GCSS-Army End User Manual (EUM) Plus.
You’ll need your CAC. it includes lessons, support materials, training
bulletins and simulations:

https://www.gcss-army.army.mil/GCSS-ARMY/Garmy_jump.HTM
You’ll also find GCSS-Army fielding documents and checklists at:

https://gcss.army.mil/Library/

if so, you probably already know
there’s a learning curve for the latest
logistics information system.

So it’s smart to
focus on training
early and continue
training as needed.

Army Reserve and National Guard members can
also access training through GuardU at:

https://guardu.ng.mil/

Here’s a suggested training
schedule, as recommended
in the video Learning
GCSS-Army the Right Way:

CAC
required

What

When
D-240
D-150

Where

Familiarization training https://www.gcss.army.mil/training
Training for record:
GCSS-Army Training
https://www.gcss.army.mil/Training/ GTRAC.aspx
and Certification
(GTRAC) Web-Based
Training (WBT)

Before New
Refresh knowledge
Equipment
Training (NET) (GTRAC WBT/NET)
Before
Wave 2 NET
conversion

{

milSuite Forums
GCSS-Army Lead Users:
https://www.milsuite.mil/book/groups/gcss-army-lead-users
GCSS-Army in the ARNG:
https://www.milsuite.mil/book/groups/gcss-army-in-the-arng
GCSS-Army in the USAR:
https://www.milsuite.mil/book/groups/gcss-army-in-the-usar

Need Help?

To submit GCSS-Army help desk tickets or
get system support, visit: https://s4if.lee.army.mil/

Digital Job Book
Tracks Training

https://www.gcss.army.mil/Training/GTRAC.aspx
https://www.gcss.army.mil/Training/GTRAC.aspx

Check me out, buddy!
Paper job books are
sooo yesterday.

Now tracking
your training
is a snap!

After logging into
GTRAC, select either
Web-Based Training
or Wave 2 New
Equipment Training

Using your CAC, you can watch or download the entire
Learning GCSS-Army the Right Way video at:

https://www.milsuite.mil/video/watch/newvideo/9293
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The only thing
that might be more
challenging than
completing all of
your training is
keeping track of it.

Fortunately, the Army’s
new Digital Job Book makes
it easier for Soldiers and
small unit leaders to
track training progress
and completion.

9/20/16 9:53 AM

More Resources
Be sure to check out the GCSS-Army End User Manual (EUM) Plus.
You’ll need your CAC. it includes lessons, support materials, training
bulletins and simulations:

https://www.gcss-army.army.mil/GCSS-ARMY/Garmy_jump.HTM
You’ll also find GCSS-Army fielding documents and checklists at:

https://gcss.army.mil/Library/
Army Reserve and National Guard members can
also access training through GuardU at:

https://guardu.ng.mil/

CAC
required

{

The Digital
Job Book
records:

• physical

training

• weapons

qualification

• mandatory
training

• scheduled

milSuite Forums

classes

GCSS-Army Lead Users:
https://www.milsuite.mil/book/groups/gcss-army-lead-users
GCSS-Army in the ARNG:
https://www.milsuite.mil/book/groups/gcss-army-in-the-arng
GCSS-Army in the USAR:
https://www.milsuite.mil/book/groups/gcss-army-in-the-usar

• unit training
schedules.

it pulls
data from
the Digital
Training
Management
System
(DTMS),
replacing the
old-school
paper
job books
once carried
around in
uniform
pockets.

what’s wrOng
witH Old SchOol!?
Paper can get
damaged or lost,
but digital info is
backed up. So it can
easily follow you
through your career
and PCs moves.
oh…OK.

Active Duty, Reserve and National Guard Soldiers can all use it.

You can access the Digital Job Book in
The first is through the Army Training Network at:

two ways.
https://atn.army.mil

Need Help?

To submit GCSS-Army help desk tickets or
get system support, visit: https://s4if.lee.army.mil/

Digital Job Book
Tracks Training
Check me out, buddy!
Paper job books are
sooo yesterday.

Now tracking
your training
is a snap!

Choose the my T raining tab at
the top of the page. You’ll find
the Digital Job Book under the
DTMS heading.

Or access the Digital Job Book
through Army Knowledge Online.
Click on the “Self Service” tab and
then the “My Training” Tab. You’ll
find a link to the book there.

Tasks Made Simpler
Small unit leaders, you can
also check your Soldiers’
training status on the Digital
Leader Readiness Tool
dashboard.

Use the Digital
Job Book to load
your training
tasks and record
their completion.

The only thing
that might be more
challenging than
completing all of
your training is
keeping track of it.

Fortunately, the Army’s
new Digital Job Book makes
it easier for Soldiers and
small unit leaders to
track training progress
and completion.

9/20/16 9:53 AM

Access the tool via the
ATN myTraining Tab and DTMS
portlet. You can get a report
about your Soldiers by name.
The report tells you who has
met standards and who still
needs to complete training.

For questions about the Digital Job Book or the Digital Leader
Readiness Tool, call (913) 684-2700, (87 7) 241-0347, or email:

usarmy.leavenworth.cac.mbx.dtmshd@mail.mil
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NTC/Logistics Management…

Use Right DODAAC for
Class IX at NTC
I hope
you gUys
remembered
to get a
special DEPEX

DODAAC

before ya
came to NTC!
if ya didn’t,
you’ll find me
empty when
ya need those
Class IX
parts!

it’s

trUE!

Any US Army Reserve (USAR) or Army National Guard (ARNG) units
that go to the National Training Center (NTC) for a rotation must
apply in advance for a special deploymvent (DEPEX) DODAAC…

…that allows
them to order
Class IX parts
while at NTC.

PS 768
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USAR or arng units
can still use their
home station DODAAC
at NTC for Class II,
III and IV parts.

However, too many units aren’t following the
procedures to get an NTC DEPEX DODAAC for
Class IX parts before their rotation.

Here are important facts to remember.
The DEPEX DODAAC:
• must only be used for Class IX (ground) parts.
• is only issued one per company (to include GCSS-Army).

Important Reminder
Any USAR/ARNG unit with unapproved/unfunded DODAACs will not be
able to establish Class IX accounts and draw equipment at NTC.

all signature blocks must be signed on all forms.
To download specific instructions, including a sample DODAAC Add Request
Form for GCsS-Army, visit: http://www.irwin.army.mil/
Hover your mouse over the Command Groups/Units dropdown tab, select
Reserve Component at the bottom, and download the document called

A unit’s home station DODAAC
for Class I X air will be rescinded if a
dePeX DODAAC is not requested prior
to rotation. A new routing identifier
code ( RIC ) must be used.

The homestation DODAAC…
• again is only used for Class II, III and IV parts.
• must be provided by the USARC property book officer
(PBO) to the NTC DODAAC coordinator, NLT 140 days
before the unit’s rotation.

Note: For rotational USAR units, the combat
sustainment support battalion (CSSB) Class IX
DODAAC RICs will always be set to ‘‘WDK1’’.

‘‘ DEPEX DODAAC Process for USAR Units.’’

Questions?

Contact Suphrina Castenada at
(760) 380-6067, email:

suphrina.y.castaneda.civ@mail.mil

Half-Mast on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com
DA Pam 385-63, Range Safety (Apr 14), is your go-to
forasafety
signage
Log inguide
and do
Facebook
searchand
forflag
requirements, plus info Stay
on danger
zones
for
various
weapons
and
ammunition.
Download
Half-Mast
connected
to US!
the pub at: https://www.apd.army.mil/pdffiles/p735_5.pdf
PS Magazine on Facebook:

Get Range Safety Guidance
PS Mag
Live!

https://www.facebook.com
Log in and do a Facebook search for
PS Magazine
PS Magazine/Half-Mast on Twitter:
https://twitter.com/login
Log in and do a Twitter search for
@Half-MastPSMag

Steps for USAR/ARNG Units Going to NTC
1. 140 days from arrival (D-140), the unit’s designated representative should contact
the NTC DODAAC coordinator to get the NTC DEPEX DODAAC Request Form
(GCSS-Army form). Contact Ms. Suphrina Castaneda, at (760) 380-6067, or email:
suphrina.y.castaneda.civ@mail.mil The coordinator will fill out the NTC info on the
form, sign and send it back to the USAR/ARNG unit’s rep. The unit rep should forward
the form to their PBO.
2. 130 days from the unit’s arrival (D-130), the unit’s PBO/Theater Sustainment Command
(TSC) PBO should give NTC’s DODAAC to the Logistics Support Activity (LOGSA) and
Combined Arms Support Command (CASCOM). Use https://s4if.lee.army.mil/ to
submit for review and get a “help desk ticket” authorization number.
3. At 120 days (D-120), the unit PBO must submit the LOGSA-approved DEPEX DODAAC
forms to the Resource Management Officer- G8 for funding. Note: The TSC or
Expeditionary Sustainment Command (ESC) S4 and PBO must all cross-check all
signatures. The form will not be processed without all signatures. ARNG units must
also get NGB G4/G8 approval in the final process.
4. At 110 days (D-110), the DEPEX DODAAC process should be complete. USAR TSC-level
G8s will make sure that DODAACs are funded and loaded in funds control, NLT 10
days prior to the NTC Pre-Deployment Site Survey (PDSS). The United States Property
and Fiscal Officer G8 will do the same for ARNG units.
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or CW4 Tim Vickers at
(760) 380-3336, email:

tim.f.vickers.mil@mail.mil

PS Magazine/Half-Mast blogging:
https://halfmastpsmag.wordpress.com

Enjoy PS online at:
https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/pshome.cfm
Email: usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.psmag@mail.mil
Download the free
PS mobile app from
the App stores:

Android

Apple

9/20/16 10:01 AM

Connie's
Po s t
Scr i pts

120M Road Grader, 924H Wheel Loader
Rear Composite Light
Save your unit some bucks by ordering a rear composite light for the 120M road grader and
924H wheel loader with NSN 6220-01-482-9850. This light costs $75.97 and is a lot cheaper
than the $322 light, NSN 6220-01-562-8419, that’s shown as Item 12 in Fig 95 of TM 5-3805293-24P (Feb 16) and Item 2 in Fig 54 of TM 5-3805-298-24P (Mar 13).

this year,
give thanks
for GoOd
pM!

M1089A1P2 FMTV Swivel Joint NSN
Get a complete hydraulic swivel joint for the crane on the M1089A1P2 FMTV’s 5-ton wrecker
with NSN 4730-99-729-8925. Use it in place of the complete swivel joint, NSN 4730-01-3001598, currently indicated by the Item 1 arrow in Fig 1364 of TM 9-2320-333-13&P in IETM EM
0294 (Jun 15). That NSN brings the swivel mounting kit, which is made up of Items 2 through
16 in Fig 1364.

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT AND CIRCULATION

KGV-72 Direct Exchange Requests

Title of Publication:

Have an unserviceable KGV-72 programmable in-line encryption device (PIED), NSN 581001-564-3364 (LIN E05008)? Then listen up! All unserviceable direct exchange (DX) requests
are now being processed through the Information Systems Security Program (ISSP) website:
https://issp.army.mil/
Users who need help inputting DX requests into ISSP can reach out to their local property
book officer, COMSEC manager or get in touch with the ISSP team at DSN 879-1829/8381,
(520) 538-1829/8381, or by email: usarmy.huachuca.cecom.mbx.lrc-csla-issp@mail.mil
Questions? Contact the KGV-72 item manager, Jamie Plakosh, at DSN 648-6245, (443) 3956245, or email: jamie.plakosh.civ@mail.mil

Get Range Safety Guidance
DA Pam 385-63, Range Safety (Apr 14), is your go-to guide for safety signage and flag
requirements, plus info on danger zones for various weapons and ammunition. Type
“PAM 385-63” in the Search block at:
http://www.apd.army.mil/Search/ePubsSearch.ePubsSearchForm.aspx
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don’t guess when

reading oil levels!

can’t
read it?
clean it!

CLEan siGhT
glASs wiTh
WAter and a
CleaN cLoTh

ONlY!

